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Cast of Characters
SCULPTURES

In Lieu of Nature Lisa Gross creates freestanding
objects of extraordinary esthetics. Her work captures not only their
elegance, but also their naturalness – not a coincidence since they are
all based on natural objects. She is an object artist in the traditions of the
found object of the Dadaists and the ready-mades of Marcel Duchamp and
Pablo Picasso. But Lisa takes things further: the objects reveal themselves
in their entirety only as the observer moves around them and shapes
appear, change and disappear. While the shapes occupy physical space,
they trigger associations and fantasies in the observers, transporting
them to another, imaginary world.
Found objects are the basis of Lisa Gross’ works. She collects anything
collectable; indeed, her studio resembles a warehouse of other people’s
discards. She is constantly interrogating the heaps of junk looking for
new ways to interpret the finds with the minimum of intervention.
Thus, a Danish chair is transformed into an ibex; pieces of wood, old
paint brushes, and the handle of a discarded tennis racket become a
sheep; the dry leaves of the date palm are worked into birds and bowls.
What appear to be the sparsest of interventions bring to life the innate
charm of the object.
The process leading to the artistic end product is anything but simple.
It starts with the way things are contemplated. What does she find in
these piles of discarded items: unusable stuff, trash, or things that can
be endowed with new meaning and new life? It takes a great deal of
imagination to see how a piece of scrap metal can turn into a shimmering
fish, several hoses into an octopus. One needs the courage to combine
items that in prosaic everyday life do not belong together. One needs
to possess the power of the interpreting gaze. Palm leaves look like
birds when bent in just the right way and given suitable coloring. The
hand that guides this process is gentle but firm, intervening only in the

most minimal way. The process can take a long time as small details

stretched far out into the air. Is he singing a wooing love song or does

are revealed and are worked into the creation. After the chair has finally

he want to drive away rivals? Maybe the female is brooding and the male

become an ibex, a silicone mold is made from it and the object worked

is announcing to the world that he is about to become a father? The

with such loving care is removed. The inside of the mold is lined with

changing coloration makes the plumage glow, the underlying material,

liquid wax, which is carefully removed after hardening. Wax is also

the palm leaves, brings to mind feathering. The lightness of the original

applied on the outside to capture the features of the original material.

material has been transmitted to the bronze sculptures so they appear

The convex and concave wax parts are assembled and worked until the

fragile despite their metal cast.

artist is pleased with the quality of the reproduction. The wax model is

The penguin-like bird [No. 1] perfectly masters the art of body

repeatedly immersed in liquid ceramics and dried until suitable material

language. It wants to puff itself up, to pump up its significance via its

strength is achieved. The ceramic object is now fired, the wax mold melts

wings. The head is stretched far out into the air, signaling the wish to

away, and the ceramic mold is then filled with liquid bronze. Once the

appear bigger than it really is – this is a show-off. While the bronze

bronze cools the outer ceramic shell is removed and all that is left is to

earth color gives this bird a very natural appearance, the white looks

eliminate any flaws and to apply the desired patina.

like makeup it applied to present itself in a better light.

This protracted process disappears behind the lightness of Lisa

In contrast, the smaller of the two birds [No. 4] is a petulant and

Gross' objects. The ibex faces the marveling observer, elegant and proud,

miffed diva. She is fed up with the others and has turned her backside

with an aristocratic tilt to its elongated head. Its elegance is emphasized

to them. Maybe she has not been given enough attention. Then again,

by the smoothness of the material, but the combination of hard and soft

she might simply be a proud lady aware of her fiery metallic sparkle.

lines, of static and flowing shapes, suggest tension and vitality.

The pod of date palm served as the model for the sculpture in which

The sheep, actually as meek as a lamb, conveys a much more

the vegetal character of the original material has remained completely

animalistic and rough feeling than the ibex. Nothing about it is even

intact. While usually elongated and gently curved, this pod is small and

or harmonious: its face is jaggedly furrowed; its head is lowered as if

twisted, underscoring the uniqueness of the object.

about to shove an opponent. Being a sheep, it probably just wants to

The images in this brochure convey the visual and esthetic adventure

gently nudge a child to move on. Its dynamic character is underlined

that Lisa Gross imparts to the viewers with this series of bronze

by the non-parallel corpus lines and coarse surface. Only the tufted ears

sculptures.

counter the first impression of aggression and remind us that this is,
after all, a sheep.
The large pair of birds [No. 2+3] appear somewhat indecisive. Ms.
Bird cowers on the ground, perhaps gathering strength to fly away.
Mr. Bird stands in a self-aggrandizing manner before her, his head

— Dr. Felicitas Heimann-Jelinek, curator
August 2011

Bird No. 1

— bronze, 49×36.5×18 cm — 19.29×14.37×7.08 in

Bird No. 2 + 3

— bronze, 87.5×47×25.5 cm — 34.44×18.50×10.03 in

— Back view of upright standing bird

Pod No. 1

— bronze 59.2×47×25.5 cm — 23.30×18.50×10.03 in

Bird No. 4

— bronze, 5.5×35.5×19.5 cm — 2.16×13.97×7.67 in

Sheep

— wood and paint, 53.5×88.5×22 cm — 21.06×34.84×8.66 in

2007 , ירושלים, מאה שערים,שריפת חמץ
Burning the Hametz, Mea Shearim, Jerusalem, 2007

Ibex

— bronze, 143.47×62.7×49 cm — 56.48×24.68×19.29 in
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